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A field is given as G- l25l(x'*y'))(xa* +
G at P(3 ,4,-2); (b) the angle betw-een G
the plane Y:7 .

OR
The surfaces p:3, p:5,@:100o, @:130o, z:3, and z:4.5 define a closed surface. IZ1y,
(a) Find enclosed volume; (b) Find the total area of enclosing surface, (c) Find the total
length of the twelve edges of the surfaces; (d) Find the length of longest straight line
that lies entirely within the volume.

a State and explain Coulomb's law? 6M
b Four concentrated charges Qr:0.3 pC, Qz: 0.2 p,C, Q:: -0.3 !rC, Q+:0.2 pC are 6M

located at the vertices of a plane rectangle. The length of rectangle is 5 cm and
breadth of the rectangle is 2 cm. Find the magnitude and direction of resultant force
on Qr?

OR
a Derive Maxwell first equation. 6M
b Derive the expression for torque on electric dipole in the presence of uniform 6M

electric field.

yav), Find: (a) a unit vector in the direction of lzVl
and ax at P; (c) the value of double integral on

6M
6M
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a Derive the continuity equation. What is its physical significance?
b Derive the point form of ohms law.

OR
a Derive the expression for capacitance of a co-axial cable. 6M
b A parallel plate capacitor has a plate area of 2 m2 and a plate separation of 9 mm. 6M

There are two dielectrics in between the plates. The first dielectric has a thickness of
5 mm with a relative permittivity of 7 and the second has a thickness of 4 mm with a
relative permittivity of 4. Find the capacitance?

a State and explain ampere's circuital law.
b Explain about Magnetic Dipole and Dipole Moment.

OR
Using Biot-savart larv, Find ,Y--. due to infinitely long straight conductor?

What is vector magnetic potential? Derive vector poison's equation.
Derive the expression for inductance of a co-axial cable.

OR
10 a Explain phl,sical -sip.iljficance o1'disltlacerneitt cui"rent.

b Statc airci Explain in S'.atictrl)1, ir':duced lllt4F anci D1'nanrically i;rduced EN4F.
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